The present publication gathers communications from the Lille
symposium selected for their quality and originality. Seventeen
countries were represented, among which the United States, China,
Australia, Qatar and numerous countries from Central and Eastern
Europe. Aside from the conferences, many ideas and opinions were
shared, a recurrent question being the very definition of sport
tourism.
This book will be of great interest to everyone interested by
sport tourism and local sustainable development studied with a
multidisciplinary approach.

Claude Sobry is PhD, Professor at the University of Lille. As an economist, he
was one of the very first to defend a PhD about sport economy in France. After
ten years at the Faculty of Economic Sciences in Lille he works at the Faculty
of Sport and Physical Education in the same town. He published papers and
books concerning macroeconomics, sport economics, sport governance and
sport tourism. He created a sport management master degree in Lille, led
a research laboratory during ten years. He collaborated with the European
Commission to develop the sport tourism side of the economy of sport.
Now he travels a lot for teaching and participating to conferences in many
countries. His pleasure is to meet and to connect people from everywhere for
a better knowledge and understanding under the cover of scientific works.
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In December 2013, IRNISTS’s first international symposium was
held in Lille (France). The objective of the International Research
Network In Sport Tourism (irnist.com) is to study local sustainable
development thanks to sport tourism, bringing together the actors,
academics, professionals, public and private decision makers,
mingling various scientific spheres and the different interests.
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